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Romesh
Dodangoda
A master of rock of a heavier nature and a Nuendo user talks
drums and amps in detail to GEORGE SHILLING
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rowing up in Cardiff, Romesh was presented with a keyboard when
very young and had graduated to guitar by the age of 7. He soon
discovered guitar records and declares Oasis as a big influence. He was
fascinated by the simplicity of good song construction and soon fell
in love with the recording environment as a visiting band member. Romesh
taught himself recording and mixing and developed a natural talent for studio
etiquette along the way. He set up a studio and began to work with bands,
many of the heavier rock variety, and four years ago built Longwave Recording
in an industrial unit that had previously been another studio; he recently
turned the former control room into Studio B. A list of achievements includes
producing the recently released Funeral For A Friend album Conduit — his third
collaboration with the band. He engineered some of the last Lostprophets album
and co-produced Jesus Walks which took him to about five different studios and
tracked all of Phil Campbell’s guitars on the last Motorhead album The Wörld Is
Yours at Longwave. Other credits include the likes of Welsh rock bands Bullet
For My Valentine, Kids In Glass Houses and The Blackout, and from further
afield Twin Atlantic (Glasgow), and American electronicore band Attack Attack!
In 2011 he produced ten bands in two days and all was filmed by
video producers Sitcom Soldiers; plans are afoot for
something similar this year. He recently finished
a record with the reformed Nottingham metallers
Earthtone 9. Immediately following the interview
he was off to rehearse with Welsh rockers Caesar’s
Rome before tracking with the band, and was soon
to be disappearing for a couple of weeks at another
regular haunt, Monnow Valley in Monmouth.
Romesh sometimes makes use of other facilities for
tracking, but with its sizeable live room Longwave
is set up for tracking, overdubbing and mixing
and is equipped with an Audient ASP 8024 and
Romesh’s favoured Nuendo system. (photos www.
recordproduction.com)

I put two on top and bus them to one channel. A 57 and either a 451 or a
Shure condenser, and I’ll commit the blend and sub that to one channel. You
sometimes get a bit of brightness that you don’t get out of a 57. A lot of the
time using multiple mics, I’ll make the decision there and then, especially with
guitars. I don’t like to have loads of channels with mics in the session, because
then there’s no end to the sound. So I’ll usually bring them up on small faders
and do the blend of however many mics I’m using.

How many mics will you have on a guitar amp?
I usually run two different amps together to make one sound. I might have three
mics on one cab and two on another.
How do you deal with the phase issues?
It takes a little while! I’ve marked a lot of my cabs with points that phase really
well, but you have to watch when using two amps, sometimes the phase
doesn’t play well. You have to get the distance from each mic on both the cabs
identical. It’s quite tricky, but if you get the phase right on them you can get
some really cool tones out of it.

How did you record the Funeral For A
Friend album?
We tracked it in two different studios. We went to
The Distillery in Bath. We tracked the record, and
then the drummer left. We had to track the new
drummer on top of what we’d already done. So we
went back, and then went to Rockfield for two and
a half weeks. The previous album was a bit more
polished, but we wanted to make this album more
raw. All vocals are SM58 with him running round
the room. In the back of your mind you’re thinking,
I wish it was clearer, you can hear him pulling away
from the mic, but it really worked — it’s real.
And all the tracks are two and a half
minutes long...
Well it was meant to be more punk. I’ve been
working with them for a few years, so it’s not me
ripping their songs apart; it’s maybe trimming a few
bits here and there. But other bands, sometimes
with the more pop stuff I pull the songs apart to
make more sense of them.
What do you use your Empirical Labs Fatso
for?
I use it on drum rooms to kill cymbals. I have the
Warmth turned up quite a lot, and the meters are
pretty slammed. I’ve sent mixes through it and that
was pretty nice. I’ve used it on guitars, just to get
rid of that horrible bite if you don’t want it. I also
use de-essing on rooms; every time the cymbals hit
they duck out a little bit.
How do you set up ambient drum mics?
I’ll have a spaced pair; I might have a pair of ribbons
behind the kit — I love Royer 121s. I usually use
those and 87s. Sometimes I’ll bring them closer if I
want a tighter sound. A lot of the time with snare
sounds, a lot of the sound is not just the spot mic,
it’s the room. I like the width with snares, the stereo
information. I mic underneath, and sometimes
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And this will just sit empty?
Usually. I’ll take a rack of my gear with me, flightcase it and go. I use Nuendo,
so I take my rig. This is my private studio; it’s not a commercial operation.
Do you take Nuendo everywhere?
Yes, I’ve got a system which is all racked up and ready to go. We’ve got bantam
looms, so we just plug in and we’re ready to go. If it’s a pop thing I might
have guide tracks already recorded and get the drummer to play to them. But
some records I’ll have the band playing all together, because with the rock stuff
you get a different feel from having everyone play, so we can adjust tempos
— nothing’s set in stone. And even in the studio you can chop and change bits
of the songs if it’s not feeling right.
How do people play together here with just one room?
There are tie-lines to the other studio; singers I’ll usually overdub. Sometimes
I’ll have the band in here [control room] and the drummer out there, and we’ll
just plug into Pods, it’s mainly to get the feel for the drum takes. We’ve got the
HearBack system so everyone’s got their own mix; I think that’s one of the
best things I’ve bought — I’ve noticed people being able to play better to clicks.
Singers know how much they want to hear their voice, but it’s hard to tell
someone. When they do it themselves it’s much better.
Do you use triggered drums?
Sometimes I might take hits of the snare and run it underneath. But most of the
time it’s the real drums, there’s something different about it. I like using loads of
rooms to get snare sounds. I rely more on finding a good room.

Is the difference more the mic character or the different part of
the cone?
It’s a bit of both. I’ll have 57s, 121s, 414s, and a lot of the time it’s playing
around with the faders until you find the sound that works.
What distance are you from the cone?
I’m pretty close; the Royers take it really well.
Presumably that generates a lot of low end with the multiple mics,
do you filter that?
Yeah, I’ll usually filter that off. The Royer especially captures a lot of low end,
which is great for heavy music, but there’s a lot of stuff you need to get rid of.
Why do you go anywhere else when you’ve got this place?
Different sounds. I use Monnow Valley in Monmouth a lot, when I’m after a
certain drum sound — it’s a big room.
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Do you bring everything up through the desk when mixing?
I used to. Now I’m completely in the box. I do sometimes use some external
inserts. The problem was the recalls; labels want the TV mix tomorrow, or the
band wants an edit, and you haven’t got the time to pull the desk up. It was
quite a learning curve because I was so used to doing things live. But once you
get used to how it works… I really enjoy it now.
When tracking do you use the desk for monitoring?
Yeah, but also I sum stuff. I use the EQs, but not the pres. Everything goes into
the SSL Alpha-Link, all the buses, then I’ve got a MOTU 24 I-O which takes
everything and spits it out into analogue returns, so there’s no latency.
How does that work for punching-in?
It’ll still work in the same way but they’ll hear themselves all the time. I’ve always
had it set up this way — I can run higher buffers, so I can have way more plug-ins
running. Sometimes I have the second Alpha-Link for more inputs.
And your patchbay has no labels...
Yep, I know exactly where everything is! Some of the pres are normalled but
I usually have the same things coming up on the same parts of the desk. I
know where everything is, and Rob [Thomas, assistant] knows my workflow
really well.
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Why Nuendo?
I’ve used it since version one.
There’s things coming to Pro
Tools now which have been in
Nuendo since version one. It’s
just what I’m used to. You can
program shortcuts and macros;
you can do whatever you want.
I love the workflow. We do use
Pro Tools as well, if I need to
align vocals I find it really good
for that. We do sometimes send
things into Pro Tools, but even
when multitracks come in on
Pro Tools sessions, Rob will just
fly them out of there and into
Nuendo; it’s just a workflow
thing for me.
Do you compress the snare?
Yeah, the one thing I do love is hitting it with the
SSL desk channel compressor, because it pops.
Either that, or dbx 160s are good for it. Snares are
quite a thing with me, apparently. I think it’s just
how I like to hear it. I spend a lot of time on them.
I did an album where they set up a live stream
from the studio, and about six hours into it I was
still tuning the snare drum — everyone was just
watching that!
Moongel or Gaffa tape for drum damping?
It depends, Moongel can sometimes suck too much
of the ring out, so I sometimes rip Moongels in half
and sometimes even just half on the rim. There are
all sorts of little tricks you’ve got to use. Sometimes
bits of tissue rolled up to control it. But the snare
heads are the important choice. I love Emperor X
heads; they’ve got just the right amount of damping.
Do you ever use parallel compression?
When I’m mixing, I always use parallel compression
on drums; it’s the best way to bring more room out
of the tracks. All the drums are sent to another bus,
then it’s pretty much crushed. I do a bit of filtering
as well; I don’t like to have too much of the cymbals
going in there. I’ll sometimes roll the cymbals out,
and I might roll a bit of the bottom out as well. And
then squash it, and just bring it back in a little bit,
and it just gives it a little more energy. I’ve been
using the Devil Loc plug-in on drums too. It can get
a bit heavy.

How do you deal with guitarists
who want to get a bit of feedback?
Sometimes we can do it in here. I blew
the Questeds up actually doing that!
If it’s a more wild feedback we’ll go in
there.
Isn’t it quite wearing working on
loud rock music?
I do switch to these little Bose speakers
for a reality check. I run the NS10s with
a Mackie sub, and they sound great. I
take it to every studio I go to. You can
usually catch flaws on NS-10s — more
than I can on anything else. That bump
lets out a lot of secrets. They’re great for
drums as well — I can tell the low end
from how much they’re moving. n
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Those Motorhead tracks have very little
bass on them...
On a couple of the tracks we used a Morpheus pedal
where you can drop the guitar an octave, and it’s
really clear, and we did some tracks on the album
of just playing the root notes because there’s hardly
any bass on Lemmy’s stuff, that’s his tone.
Bottom end: kick or bass guitar?
My kick is the dominant thing. Kick on the low end,
and the bass sitting a little above it. Drums have
always been a big part of my mixes.
I notice you’ve got about 15 guitar amps;
presumably some are only subtly different
from each other?
All those Marshalls sound different. I know what
they sound like. If it’s not the right sound you can
plug into another amp and try and find it. It’s good
to have a variety rather than relying on what the
band’s got. I’ve got tie lines and a bunch of cabs
next door, and some combos.
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